
The True Images Of The Circular Changes
Zhou Yi Completed By The Four Sages
Have you ever wondered about the true images of the circular changes known as
Zhou Yi? Completed by the four sages, these images hold profound wisdom and
timeless relevance. In this article, we will explore the depths of Zhou Yi and
uncover the hidden meanings behind its symbolic illustrations.

The Four Sages

Zhou Yi, also known as the Book of Changes, is an ancient Chinese text that
dates back thousands of years. It consists of 64 hexagrams, each represented by
six lines, either broken or unbroken. These lines form different combinations that
convey various meanings and interpretations.

The four sages, namely Fu Xi, King Wen, Duke of Zhou, and Confucius, played
pivotal roles in completing the circular changes of Zhou Yi. Each sage contributed
their unique perspectives and insights, transforming Zhou Yi into a multi-
dimensional guide for life.
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The Hidden Symbolism

At first glance, the illustrations in Zhou Yi may appear simple, but they carry
profound symbolism and represent the complexities of life. Let's dive into a few of
the hexagrams and their hidden meanings.

Hexagram 1: Qian (The Creative)

Qian, symbolized by six unbroken lines, represents the heaven, power, and
creativity. It signifies the ability to bring forth new ideas, innovate, and embrace
change. The true image of Qian showcases the boundless potential within each
individual to manifest their dreams and contribute to the greater good.

Hexagram 15: Qian (Modesty)

Nature's true image of modesty is depicted in Hexagram 15. Modesty is a virtue
that encourages us to remain humble and acknowledge our limitations. The
hexagram reminds us of the importance of practicing humility in our interactions
with others and the world.

Hexagram 42: Yi (Increase)

Yi represents increase and abundance. Its true image portrays a wellspring of
energy, growth, and prosperity. This hexagram reminds us of the cyclical nature
of life, where growth and expansion occur through continuous learning and
adaptation.

Applying the Wisdom of Zhou Yi

The circular changes of Zhou Yi are not meant to be mere illustrations on a page.
They are powerful tools that can guide us in our daily lives. Here are a few ways
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in which you can apply the wisdom of Zhou Yi:

1. Self-Reflection and Awareness

By studying the hexagrams and their meanings, you can gain deeper insights into
your own strengths, weaknesses, and desires. Self-reflection and awareness are
crucial for personal growth and development.

2. Decision Making

When faced with difficult decisions, consulting Zhou Yi can provide valuable
guidance. The wisdom embedded in the circular changes can help you gain
clarity, consider different perspectives, and make informed choices.

3. Embracing Change

Zhou Yi emphasizes the cyclical nature of life and the inevitability of change. By
understanding and embracing change, you can navigate through life's challenges
with greater resilience and adaptability.

4. Building Relationships

The teachings of Zhou Yi encourage harmonious relationships and effective
communication. By applying the wisdom of Zhou Yi, you can foster stronger
connections with others and build healthier relationships.

The Timeless Relevance

Despite being thousands of years old, the circular changes of Zhou Yi continue to
hold immense relevance in our modern lives. The wisdom imparted by the four
sages transcends time and culture, offering guidance and insights that are
applicable to people from all walks of life.



Whether you are seeking personal growth, decision-making support, or a deeper
understanding of the world around you, the true images of the circular changes
completed by the four sages in Zhou Yi have the power to illuminate your path.

In

Zhou Yi holds a treasure trove of wisdom, encapsulated in its true images
completed by the four sages. Exploring the depths of Zhou Yi allows us to
uncover the hidden meanings and apply its teachings in our daily lives. By
embracing the cyclical changes and timeless relevance of Zhou Yi, we can
navigate our journey with clarity, purpose, and inner strength.
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This is the first book of my trilogy entitled "The True Images, Numbers and Ideas
of Change" and written to help the diviners by the 'Yi Jing' in their interpretations.
Any attempt to translate the statements without translating of the diagrams
themselves is to shallow their oracular significances. The book is enriched with
69 illustrations to invite the reader to master the ritual of divination.
Since the main purpose of the first book of my trilogy entitled "The True Images,
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Numbers and Ideas of the Circular Changes" is to disclose the imagery of Zhou
Yi's body text from the point of divining outcome interpretation, this is not the
place to analyze in details the complex aspects of historical and philosophical
background of the oracle's writing. Instead, I will try to reconstruct the original
structure and multivalent meanings of the oracular images which has come down
to nowadays in various interpretations. One primary flaw lies at the root of every
translation that has been published hitherto is that each one seems only to
translate the accompanying texts to the diagrams and lines without translating of
the figures (gua) and lines (yao) themselves, which silently tell us a lot by virtue of
their positions, oppositions, correlations, origins and surroundings. Here, I think,
an injustice has been done to the oracle's translations that in the majority of
versions sound oversimplified, if not to say 'shallow,' caused by our failure to
understand its basic images and numbers (xiang-shu), on which the whole logic,
internal structure and ethical principles have been built then throughout centuries.
But even if we learn to discern them theoretically, we refuse to use them
practically for divination. The Daoist system of the eight trigrams (ba-gua), in
every sense of the word, is a source and essence of the "Circular Changes," as
the Daoist elements enter largely into all aspects of human life; and a
commentator or interpreter who holds fast to this belief is certainly the best
expositor of the oracular text that suggests a multilevel communion with subtle
constituents of the past and future unfolding in the twenty-four seasons and eight
milestones of a yearly cycle with its five elements represented by virtue of
casting-out fifty sacred yarrow stalks to reveal the oracular outcome in the light of
practical wisdom of the ancients, the usage of which has never died out. (All
those who need to see the Dao-Deist material with more granularities, I would
refer to my book entitled Decoding of the "Lao-zi" (Dao-De Jing): Numerological
Resonance of the Canon's Structure.)
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